Ž 2 . runs in O log n time using n rlog n processors and in O log n time with O n time᎐processor product. This paper presents a very fast parallel algorithm for approximately solving the matrix chain product problem and for the problem for Ž . finding a near-optimal triangulation of a convex polygon. It runs in O log n time Ž . on a CREW PRAM and in O log log n time on a COMMON CRCW PRAM. If w x the dimensions of matrices are integers drawn from a domain k, . . . , k q s , we Ž Ž . . can speed up our algorithm to run in O log log log n q s time on a COMMON CRCW PRAM. In all cases the total time᎐processor product is linear. The ' Ž . algorithm produces solutions for the above problems that are at most 1r 2 3 q 3 Ž . f0.1547 times the optimal solutions. ᮊ 1996 Academic Press, Inc.
INTRODUCTION
Consider the evaluation of the product of n matrices M s M = multiplication satisfies the associative law, the final result is the same for all orders of multiplying. However, the order of multiplication greatly affects the total number of operations used to evaluate M. The matrix chain product problem consists of finding an optimal order of multiplying the matrices such that the total number of operations is minimized. In this paper, any order of multiplying n matrices will be described by a method of putting n y 1 pairs of nested parentheses that defines the order of multiplication. We also assume that the number of operations used to multiply a p = q matrix by a q = r matrix is pqr. w x In order to solve this problem, Hu and Shing 10 derived the problem of finding an optimal triangulation of a con¨ex polygon. Given a convex Ž . polygon P s¨,¨, . . . ,¨with positive weights associated with each 0 1 n vertex, divide it into triangles so that the total cost of partitioning is the smallest possible. The cost of a triangulation is the sum of the costs of all triangles in this partition. The cost of a triangle is the product of the weights at each vertex of the triangle. w x Hu and Shing 10 showed that the matrix chain product problem and the problem of finding an optimal triangulation of a convex polygon are equivalent under linear time reduction. We show that the transformation can be performed in constant time using n processors on an EREW PRAM.
An optimal algorithm for both these problems was given by Hu and w x Ž . Shing 10 and it runs in O n log n serial time. This and all other known sequential algorithms are hardly parallelizable, and the best previous known approach to design parallel algorithms for these problems is based Ž 2 . on dynamic programming. It gives N N C C algorithms which run in O log n time using n 6 rlog k n processors on a CREW PRAM for some constant k w x 8, 9, 12 . The large number of processors used in these parallel algorithms makes them impractical for real applications. This suggests designing algorithms that find approximate solutions and have better performance. w x Chandra 5 showed that an arbitrary order of matrix multiplications Ž 3 . may be as bad as ⍀ T , where T is the minimum number of operaopt opt w x tions required to compute the matrix chain product. In 1978 Chin 6 described a sequential algorithm for finding a near-optimal order of matrix multiplications. This algorithm was later improved, analyzed, and transformed to the problem of finding a near-optimal triangulation of a convex w x polygon by Hu and Shing 11 . Their algorithm runs in linear time and has Ž an error ratio of at most 15.47% i.e., it produces an order of matrices which requires at most 1.1547 = T operations to compute the matrix opt . chain product .
In this paper, we describe a parallel N N C C algorithm that solves the two Ž . problems approximately. It runs in O log n time using nrlog n processors Ž . on a CREW PRAM and in O log log n time using nrlog log n processors on a COMMON CRCW PRAM. In designing parallel algorithms, an important goal is to minimize the total work done by the algorithm, where the work of a parallel algorithm is defined to be the product of the number of processors used and the time taken. Our algorithm uses linear work, which is the best possible. Thus it is work optimal. Furthermore, we can improve its running time if the domain of the input is restricted. The values of the matrix dimensions in the matrix chain product problem are always integer. We shall show that if they are drawn from a domain w x k , . . . ,k q s for some k and s, we can implement the algorithm to run in Ž Ž . . Olog log log n q s time with optimal linear work on a COMMON CRCW PRAM. Our algorithm produces the order of matrix multiplications and the triangulation of a convex polygon with an error ratio of at most 15.47% ᎏthe same as that in the Chin᎐Hu᎐Shing algorithm. In most cases the solution found is actually within a few percent of the best possible solution. Furthermore, the error ratio decreases as n grows. w x Very recently Bradford 4 independently reported similar results for w x Ž 3 . both above problems. Also, Czumaj 7 gave an O log n -time algorithm using n 2 rlog 3 n processors on a CREW PRAM for the matrix chain product problem.
Throughout this paper we will use¨,¨, . . . ,¨to denote vertices as 0 1 n well as their weights in a convex polygon. For simplicity we assume that all weights are distinct. If there are some vertices with the same weight then we assume that a particular ordering is chosen and remains fixed. The distinct weights of the vertices induce a total order on the vertices. Hence if¨-¨we will say¨is smaller than¨.
The All Nearest Smaller Values Problem
The parallel algorithm we shall describe makes use of the following problem. 
The ANSV problem can be solved in O log n time on a Ž . CREW PRAM and in O log log n time on a COMMON CRCW PRAM. w x If the entries in array A are integers drawn from k, . . . , k q s for some k Ž Ž . . and s, it can be solved in O log log log n q s time. In all cases, the total work is linear.
REDUCTION TO THE TRIANGULATION OF BASIC POLYGONS
Define a basic polygon to be a polygon such that the second and the third smallest vertices are neighbors of the smallest one. The following fact allows us to reduce the triangulation problem to the triangulation of basic polygons. w x Fact 2.1 10 . There exists an optimal triangulation of a convex polygon containing arcs or sides connecting the smallest vertex to both the second and the third smallest vertices.
Hence in finding an optimal triangulation of a polygon, we can divide it into subpolygons by joining the smallest vertex with the second smallest and the third smallest vertices repeatedly, until each subpolygon has the smallest vertex adjacent to the second smallest and the third smallest vertices by sides. This partition divides the polygon into basic subpolygons. It can be found in the following way.
Divide the polygon into two parts by the arc joining the smallest vertex, say¨, with the second smallest one, say¨. Consider two obtained
dently. If¨is the third smallest vertex in P , then P is divided into
a basic polygon. P and P will be divided further. Consider P . A . done in O log log log n q s time. In all cases, the total work is linear.
CHIN᎐HU᎐SHING APPROXIMATING ALGORITHM
In this section, we briefly describe the approximate sequential algorithm w x w x due to Chin 6 and Hu and Shing 10 .
Let¨be the smallest vertex of a convex polygon and let¨be a vertex m t with¨and¨as its two neighbors. Define vertex¨to be large if
The Cin᎐Hu᎐Shing algorithm runs in the following two steps:
1. While there is a large vertex¨, cut off¨by the arc connecting t t Ž . its two neighbors and remove¨from the polygon see Fig. 1a ; the arc In the sequel, this algorithm will be called algorithm CHS.
In most cases the algorithm CHS yields the optimal solution or Ž a solution which is only a few percent worse than the optimal one less w x. than 1% on the average; see simulation results in 6 . For a given n G 5, w x Hu and Shing 11 calculated the worst case error ratio, which is 1r ' Ž . 2n y 2q 3 and is maximum when n s 5. . maximum error ratio 1r 2 3 q 3 f 0.1547.
APPROXIMATE PARALLEL ALGORITHM
Our parallel algorithm produces the same triangulation as that of Chin᎐Hu᎐Shing but using a different approach. The input is a basic Ž . polygon¨,¨, . . . ,¨, where¨,¨, and¨are the smallest, second 0 1 n 0 1 n smallest, and third smallest vertices. Ž . Ž Define a candidate to be an arc¨,¨that is not a side i.e., 0 F ii j . Ä 4 jy1-n and for each r, i -r -j, the inequality¨) max¨,¨holds. r i j Ž . We will store candidate¨,¨with the smallest vertex¨such that The remaining problem is to find all fan-arcs of the algorithm CHS. Ž . There is a fan-arc¨,¨if and only if vertex¨is not cut off by the h-arc 0 r r Ž . ,¨. Hence using the information on the h-arcs, we can easily verify i j r r this condition in constant time with n processors. We summarize the algorithm with a specification of the output. The . output is an array ARCS s ARC , . . . , ARC of the arcs in the triangula- 
APPROXIMATING THE MATRIX CHAIN PRODUCT PROBLEM
In this section we show that the approximation algorithm presented in the previous section can be applied to approximate a solution of the matrix chain product problem.
First we formally specify the input and the output of the matrix chain Ž . drawn from k, . . . , k q s for some k and s, then it can Ž Ž . . be sol¨ed in O log log log n q s time on a COMMON CRCW PRAM. In all cases the total work is linear.
CONCLUSIONS
We have given the very fast optimal parallel algorithm for finding a near-optimal order of matrix chain product and a near-optimal triangula-Ž . tion of a convex polygon. It runs in O log n time on a CREW PRAM and Ž . in O log log n time on a COMMON CRCW PRAM. The time᎐processor product of the algorithm is linear. One can improve these bounds if the domain of the input values is restricted. The values of the matrix dimensions in the matrix chain products problem are always integer. Therefore if w x dimensions are drawn from a domain k, . . . , k q s for some k and s, one Ž Ž can find a near-optimal order of matrix multiplications in O log log log n .. q s time with linear work on a COMMON CRCW PRAM. However, one would require a stronger condition. We can speed-up our algorithm to Ž Ž .. run in O ␣ n time on a COMMON CRCW PRAM if the difference Ž between two successive elements i.e., dimensions or weights of vertices in . a polygon is bounded by a constant. This follows from the result for the w x ANSV problem given in 3 .
Note that the arcs of the near-optimal triangulation of basic polygons Ž . from Section 4 are given in inorder numbering. That is, if ARC s¨,¨, Since to obtain the triangulation of a convex polygon we divide it into basic polygons with possible shifting or reversing the number of vertices, one can Ž . extend in constant time with n processors the inorder numbering from basic polygons to the convex polygon. Using the transformation presented in Section 5, we can obtain also a near-optimal order of matrix multiplication whose parenthesization is given in the inorder form. practical than the one given in Section 5. w x As in 5 the algorithm can be generalized to a larger class of functions by assuming that the multiplication of a p = q matrix and a q = r matrix Ž . Ž . takes p, q, r operations. Most of the results except the error ratio will Ž . Ž . stay true as long as p, q, r is nonnegative and reasonable; i.e., p, q, r Ž . Ž . is monotonically nondecreasing in p, q, r and p, q, r s r, p, q .
